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Following is the text of a .ioint announcement by the
Governments of C anada and the United States, which is
being issued simult aneously in Ottawa and Washington
at 2 :30 P . M . EST, Thursday, April 8 :

Because of the possibility of aggressive air attacks
against North America, the Canadian and United States Governments
after the Second World War continued the cooperative arrangements
for the defence of North America which had been brought into effect
during the war . Since that time, there have been established in
both countries fully manned radar screens for the detection of a
potential enemy, and installations for interceptor aircraft and
anti-aircraft weapons . At all stages, planning has been carrie d
on between the two countries on a joint basis . Consultations and
cooperation at all levels have been constant and completely
satisfactory .

For some time now, the Canadian and United States
Governments have been appraising the air defence system to define
the steps required to strengthen our defences in the light of
recent advances in the destructive capabilities of atomic weapons
against targets in our two countries .

For the past four years, work has been going on at high
priority on the construction of a large and costly radar chain
which is required not only to detect enemy bombers but also to
control fighter aircraft engaged in the task of interception .
This radar chain is known as the Pinetree Chain .

Long before the Pinetree project was approaching comple-
tion, the military planners of the two countries were engaged in
an intensive study of what further steps might be desirable and
practicable . In October 1953, a team of military and scientific
advisers representing both countries recommended that additional
early warning should be provided by the establishment of a
further radar system generally to the north of the settled
territory in Canada. The report of this team was considered by
the Chiefs of Staff of each country later that month . At a
meeting in Washington in November 1953, the Canadian representatives
informed the United States authorities that the Canadian Government
was prepared to proceed immediately with the necessary surveys an d

t,~,iting for the proposed new early warning radar system . This work
is already well advanced .
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